


NEW REFINEMENTS,
THAT REDEFINE COMFORT.

With its best-in-class 2best-in-class 2ndnd and 3 and 3rdrd row space, row space, the Xylo is the 
most spacious MUV around. Now with the ‘comfort 
suspension’, new premium interior theme, plush new 
upholstery and a new flexible 60:40 third row, the Xylo 
takes comfort to all new heights.  

  PREMIUM INTERIOR THEMENEW PREMIUM UPHOLSTERYNEW FLEXIBLE 60:40 THIRD ROWNEW

SURROUND COOL DUAL ACs
WITH INDIVIDUAL AC VENTS

FOLDABLE ARMRESTLUMBAR SUPPORTFULLY-RECLINING FLAT-BED SEATS HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE DRIVER SEAT 
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NEW ‘COMFORT SUSPENSION’
The Xylo’s ‘comfort suspension’ takes its comfort to a whole new level. 
Thanks to its higher flexibility and greater shock absorption, you and your 
family can take superior ride quality for granted.



BEST-IN-CLASS POWER (120 PS) & TORQUE (280 NM)CLASSY INSTRUMENT CLUSTERNNEW

NEW ‘COMFORT DRIVE TECHNOLOGY’
Take turns at high speeds with greater ease and 
confidence thanks to the new ‘comfort drive 
technology’. It  gives you superior stability and reduces 
body roll even at high speeds.
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The Xylo now comes with Mahindra’s signature 
engine - the mHawk. With best-in-classbest-in-class 120 PS power 
and 280 Nm torque at your command, you can count 
on a powerful drive even with 8 passengers.
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NEW TECHNOLOGY,
FOR GREATER DRIVING PLEASURE.

VOICE COMMAND TECHNOLOGY

Voice recognition technology allows you
to control the Xylo with simple voice commands.

2-DIN MUSIC SYSTEM

A music console that lets you answer 
calls and stream music wirelessly.

DIGITAL INFORMATION SYSTEM

Displays the Xylo’s speed, mileage, 
temperature and much more.

STEERING MOUNTED AUDIO AND CRUISE CONTROLS

Audio and cruise controls located on  the steering 
wheel give you easy access to the music system,  
as well as control over the Xylo’s cruising speed.  



ELEGANT CHROME HIGHLIGHTSNEW SIGNATURE MAHINDRA STYLINGCLASSY FULL-LENGTH DECALSNEW

CLASSY STYLING,
FOR ROAD PRESENCE.
With its muscular body and dynamic design lines, the Xylo has 
a bold stance. Now the Xylo gets classy new decals and 
elegant new chrome highlights.
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